SERP Programs and Openings

4/2/19

DSA
SERP’s DSA program serves individuals with various disabilities, in community and onsite
settings. SERP provides a learning environment where individuals can learn skills and social
attributes that will assist them in community integration, employment and independence.

Openings:
Gresham DSA
SERP’s DSA has openings in its program for 7 clients AM and PM. SERP will
access the needs of the individual to see if SERP is an ideal placement for them.
Depending on need SERP may or may not be able to support the individual.

Clackamas DSA
Clackamas DSA currently has 10-15 slots open for the AM and PM. In need of
individuals who are more independent with high to low moderate support needs.

Stark Street SERP
At Stark Street we cater to younger clients that are able to have more independence in their life.
Our day consists of going to work and going out in the community to increase social integration.
We have janitorial work at this site and have been involved in cleaning parking lots. All of our
jobs pay minimum wage.
We try to do community outings every day. Depending on the time of year they could include:
Bowling, movies, parks, different stores of the clients’ choosing, and workouts at Olympic Gym.
We take clients to the bank every pay period to cash their paychecks to help clients learn
common banking terms and work on money management skills.
The clients that come to this program like coming to this program and look forward to seeing
their friends and staff there.

Openings:
Stark Street SERP
We have availability at this program for 5 individuals.

SERP Work Program
We direct a parking lot cleaning crew Monday through Friday. It starts at 8:00 am. AM crew
wraps up and is back to SERP by noon. AM workers are gone by 1:00pm.
The crew sweeps lots in Portland / Vancouver area using brooms, dustpans, and a garbage can.
We also have a small crew that cleans a large church lot downtown. After finishing they may
have another lot or two to clean.
We also have a lot crew that works from 12:00 to 4:00 or 5:00 pm. They do the same work as the
AM crews. They also use the broom and dustpan. They clean lots in the Portland area.
We also have a lawn crew that works limited days in the winter time. Wed and Fri afternoons. In
the summer the crews also work on Monday afternoons.
To work on these crews a person needs to be able to: Climb into the work van, ride in the van to
job sites while getting along with coworkers, receive direction from staff, and follow through
tasks assigned with prompts. We work five days a week and would like clients to be to work
consistently. Most of our clients attend SERP between 20 and 25 hours per week. Not all time is
spent on the job sites; after work is finished the crew will be in the community in various
activities.

Openings:
SERP Work Program
Currently we could use one person on the AM lot crew and one person on the PM lot
crew.
Depending on the person, this summer we may have need of help on the lawn crew.
This would involve operating power tools such as lawn mowers, gas edgers and
other tools. This work can be physically demanding, especially on hot summer days.

